
RENEWAL TREATMENT
A bespoke deep-reaching treatment that rebuilds 
and strengthens even the most damaged and 
weakened hair. A youth boost for your hair. Your 
hair gets its body, softness, shine and hydration 
back.

ENERGISING TREATMENT
This treatment promotes the prevention of hair 
loss and hair regrowth by fortifying and oxyge-
nating the scalp.

RELAXATION TREATMENT
The scalp is massaged using products tailored 
to your hair type. The shoulders, arms and hands 
also receive a massage to maximise relaxation. 
An absolute bubble of well-being.

CRANIAL SHIATSU
This treatment works on the meridians located 
on the head to improve the health of your hair. 
It provides a feeling of calm and relaxation and 
restores balance to the body’s energy. 

FACIAL & HEAD REFLEXOLOGY
Pressure on specific points of the face and head. 
Aims at soothing pain and stress; stimulates the 
various functions of your body.
Relaxes immediately the over-stressed!

ACCESS BARS
A treatment that involves gently touching 32 
points on your head. Releases all the memories, 
beliefs and emotions that you unknowingly  
interiorized, inhibiting different parts of life.

PRICES VARY DEPENDING ON YOUR HAIR,
PLEASE ASK US A FOR A QUOTE.

from 113€ - 80 mins. to 105 mins.

TREATMENT PERFORMED ON DRY HAIR (NO BLOW-DRY)               
45€  - 30minS.

Prior to treatment you receive a complimentary 
welcome massage. Blow-dry included.

SHORT HAIR -
MEN

55€  - 35minS.

SHORT HAIR - 
WOMEN

80€  - 50minS.

MEDIUM-
LENGTH HAIR
90€  - 60minS.

LONG
HAIR

95€  - 70minS.
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TREATMENT PERFORMED ON DRY HAIR (NO BLOW-DRY)                
65€  - 45minS.

TREATMENT PERFORMED ON DRY HAIR (NO BLOW-DRY)             
70€  - 60minS.

SHORT HAIR -
MEN

60€  - 40MinS.

SHORT HAIR - 
WOMEN

85€  - 55minS.

MEDIUM-
LENGTH HAIR
95€  - 65minS.

LONG
HAIR

99 €  - 75minS.

Prior to treatment you receive a
complimentary welcome massage

HEAD SPA
TREATMENT MENU

Prior to treatment you receive a complimentary 
welcome massage. Blow-dry included.

Prior to treatment you receive a complimentary 
welcome massage. Blow-dry included.


